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Although some students at San Jose State
nis ersity take advantage of the Event Center or
classes offered by the kinesiology department to
stay healthy. there are also some students who do
not.
"They think they’re young and don’t care." said
Jessica Pires. a junior majoring in kinesiology.
"But I don’t want to have to worry about it when it
happens, 1 is ant to prevent it
Pires works out at the Es ent Center for an hour
and a half, tour or five days a week. She said because
she played competitise soccer fir 15 years, she has
always exercised regularly. hut recent injuries have
slimed her down.
"l’in not playing soccer. so I’m
irk tug out on
my. own," she said. "I made it more ot a priority."
Ted Butryn. assistant professor ot kinesiology.
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Lorry Thomas Daily Staff
Tommy Iran, a senior majoring in journalism, works out in the fitness room at the Event Center on Monday. Tran said he works out
about tour times a week to stay healthy and keep lit for the many sports he plays.
also Said in order for students to stay with
an eveftise program, they need to make it
a priority
"Not enough time is a myth. I think."
Butryn said. "It you see it as incorporated
into your everyday life. it’s not an add-on.
Of all the work you has e to do. physical
activity should he part of what you do

Cs ery day."
Michele Carrera. a junior majoring in
criminal justice. also said she works out
at the Es ent Center regularly.
two hours,
She said she is irks MIT
six days a week. Carrera said she used
to ssork out on a regular basis, hut last
semester she worked too much and didn’t

has,: eni ’ugh tune to exercise regularly.
She said it is not hard to tit into her
schedule hi:cause she usc s the time she
has in hem een her lasses
’’l ii,’. semester lin not is (irking as
ninth and 1 !! . ’menu-ming on my

see EXERCISE, page 4
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By Banks Albach
Daily Stuff Writer

No matter how hard Mandy
tries, she can’t remember the day.
her depression began. She recalls
painful es ems in her life -- rape.
abuse and miscarriage scented the
worst
hut no single time or place
can take the blame for pushing her
into a battle with depression that
has lasted multiple years.
Although Mandy, 2. did not
return e -mails, she records her

trials and triumphs on a Web
site from her home in England.
She is house ridden, completely
dependent on her husband and
usually leaves the house only in a
wheelchair.
"I just can’t see an end to it
no matter how prisms,. I am."
she writes. "That’s the thing
with depression. Nobody es er
experiences depression in the same
way as anyone else."
"Depression is as unique as the
sufferer. 1 could is rite down the
list of things that you should look

out for, hut what’s the point?" she
writes.
While Mandy ’s struggle with
depression is unique. the college
years can come riddled with
mitnili
l L hal lenges and personal
hurdles kir thousands of Sall
Jose State Unisersity students
Dec iding on a map V. painful
breA -ups homesickness. or the
stress of midterms and tinals are
all Clillege items on a students "to
deal is ith"
For .S sears, Wiggsy Sivertsen,
director of. counseling services at

Students cope with homecoming
By Marsea Nelson
Daily Stuff Writer

Corinne hi ime to life as usual can be difficult for
state I ’inset-sit> students who have spent
lime studs nig ahioad.
-When si ci there you expect to be surprised by
things." said Sara Yates. a junior majoring in English.
study mg in England. "Coming back. it
about bet it
is as list more like, ’Oh. I’m hack here again.’ "
Nate. studied III Bath in the Spring 2004 semester
vsutfi IS other SIM students Though school was only
three months. 1.0es said she loved England so much
that she stayed an estra Ilse months. She said returning
to the I ’lined Sues sc as difficult.
"1 is is depressed 1 didn’t want to be here. I wanted
back because I ran out of
to stay and I on!
money." Yates said.
Lasl year. ahinit 75 students studied abroad on
the semester and academic year programs and about
another 120 studied on the summer short -course
programs. said Dave Ruda SOS( ’s study abroad
ctiordmatot
Rudel said the study abroad office offers a pre departure iirientation program that includes a
discussion Am rev eise culture shock. Advising is
offered for students %s hell they return to the Unites
States.
Rude! added that reverse culture shock is an
unavoidable part of the prikess.
-There’s Ito is is to liii Is prepare anyone for (reverse
culture shill k i, K Ildel said 11 happens and you can’t
really understand it until you’re going through a."
Relating to family and friends can he difficult for
returning students. Rudd said.
"I think one of the most difficult things for the
students us they’ve had this incredible ads enture. this
great learning expellent e and they ’Sc really expanded
their horvons and seen these amt/mg things," Rude!
said. "Then they COMe hat k and the!, is ant to share
MO STUDY, paw

7

SJSU, has watched the number
of mental illnesses among SJSU
students rise.
"What we haw seen happen.
particularly in the List to years."
she said. "is a significant increase
in the number it students on
our campuses ishi, hae Serious
MO11011:11 discomforts Of one kind
or another.
Sisertsen added that college
counselors aCrOss the nation ate
ewressing siflut ar L’011ierlls

see DEPRESSION, page 5

about depression.’

Ten percent ot college students
have been diagnosed with
depression.
Women are twice as likely to
suffer from depression.
Nearly 19 million Americans are
affected by depression.
Source: National Mental Health
,s,,ciat ion

Kassing addresses
minorities’ concerns
By Traci Newell
Daily Staff Writer

I
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Sara Yates, a junior majoring in English, who studied abroad, has
a cup oft.. and a cigarette at On Fourth Cafe at the Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. Joint Library.
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The African American Faculty and
Staff Association is working with interim
President Don Kassing this semester toward
making San Jose State University faculty
more diverse.
The African American association met
with Kassing on Del:. 13, 2004 to discuss
the state of minority employment on
campus. Kassing. two students, and six
faculty members attended the meeting in
December.
"It was a very constructive meeting,"
Kassing said. "The (association) has real
interests in several areas."
One of the areas they concentrated on
was the recruitment of minority faculty he
said.
"Kassing was very sincere in hearing
our concerns," said Elgrie Hurd III, African
American Faculty and Staff Association
student liaison.
Hurd said the meeting set up an open
dialogue with the president. The president
and the association are planning on meeting
several more times this semester.
"Last semester was more dialoguing
concerns from staff and others." Hurd
said. "This semester we are working on a
collaboration."
This semester, the association has action
plans set up to make SJSU a place where

everyone can be proud to attend.
"The majority of problems that African
Americans have are similar to other cultures
as well." Hurd said. "We are also trying to
he inclusive of trying to help other cultures
as well.’
"We are working to he more responsive
to minorities," said Kassing.
Hurd said he doesn’t belies e our faculty
diversity matches up with the students.
He said the administration lacks minority
representation. Therefore, he said he feels
as though there is not much power for
minorities at this university.
"Diversity cannot be solely in students,"
Hurd said. "There needs to be more diversity
in gender and ethnicaies. Until then, saying
we are diverse is really superficial."
Hurd said he thinks &MU is only
partially preparing students because they
don’t get to completely experience all the
diversity in the world.
Hurd said the association would he
working all semester to come up with plans
to change the state of things on campus.
According to a previous Spartan Daily
article, the meeting was set up in response
to the silent march that about 120 students,
faculty and concerned community members
took pan in on Nov. 17. 2004.
When the march concluded. petitions
with around NE signatures were delivered
to Kassing’s office. The petitions were
reportedly demanding an explanation of
minority faculty member Nehanda Imara’s
departure.
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Should the tobacco industry be responsible
for its customers’ health roblems?
Individuals make then- own
choices, despite warnings.

Tobacco companies make deadly
products that they should payfor.

A serious issue is whether tobacco companies should he held liable for
health problems caused by their products.
There are constant warnings from government offices, including the
Surgeon General’s office, and every day people choose to ignore these
warnings.
I have experienced several instances where a family member or friend
died because of the effects that smoking had on them. However, it was
ultimately their choice.
No one is forced to smoke. In fact, the companies that produce cigarettes thoroughly discourage the general public from smoking because of
its health risks.
The Surgeon General even places a %Yarning on all tobacco products,
detailing risks involved with continuous participation m such an event.
pubs a I garene 111 somePeople are not puppets and no one ph sic
one’s mouth, orders them to light it and then piessures them to smoke it.
The decision to smoke is one made by se% eral ihousand xi pie daily.
If companies such as Philip Morris.
the largest tobacco company in the world.
were held responsible for eVer) disease or
death that resulted from smoking. not Indy
would they be completely hriike. but Ste as
a society would he forceyl to re-evaluate
several other areas lit concern.
This re-ealuanon %% mid almost mottahly bring in many companies that has’,
questionable or "risky" consequences.
Areas such as alcohi il. car manufacturers.
LAUREN BOSCH
food processing companies. and 5* eil :1511 \ !ties such as athletic competition could be in
vestigated further.
The burden of responsihilit in each of these site iiie. an lie likened
to that of the tobacco company. Lach of these Sc to lies tit 111.1111I ht. I UrCr,
produces things that call cause harm to people. either by evyessie use I K
fault) production.
limns eer. these things come %% all %%:irnings. Nothing is loolprool and
no one as is is is coiuiplcuels ,alegliardVd. Alcohol comes v. oh the warning that ii consumed by pregnant %%omen, birth defects can des clop.
Yet 5\ 11111e11 still drink %% hilt. being piegnant and y hildren arc. horn with
those doe, is. Are the al, i’hit .iillIp.1111t, being held responsible for this.
No. because ultimately the xonsuiners make the final deci1011 whether to
heed the warnings or take the risks.
Why should fohat 4:11 xompames be held to a different standard?
They’re already expected to have marketing campaigns designated toward minors, work to find healthier options, not advertise in certain areas
and he philanthropists.
People should start taking tesponsihilines fill the decisions that they
make. Smiikers need to as I ii,mlls read and take uno con...Mt:rain in the
warnings that are there and realite that tOb:11.51/ CI mpanies lune been
warning the public about these dangers for decades
Just because the cm mmimer makes the choice to igni ire these warnings
doesn’t give them the opportunity lii sue. ’File) must accept the consequences for their acts ins and he responsible for them m the limy haul

I watched my granny die at 65 from an aortic aneurysm and emphysema that stemmed from a lifelong smoking habit. The tobacco industry
should be held responsible for the health problems of their customers.
The tobacco industry begins enticing adults at a very young age with
the idea that smoking is "cool" and that they will be popular if they
smoke? Who remembers seeing the Joe Camel billboards as kids? They
were everywhere freeways, movie theaters and even schools.
There was no concern of the influence the Joe Camel ads could have
on young adults. According to the American Lung Association, at least
20 percent of high school students are already smokers. The tobacco industry only cared about getting new and younger smokers.
But it doesn’t end there. The longer smokers light up, the more at risk
they become for countless health problems. According to the American
Heart Association, there is a direct connection between smoking and
coronary heart disease.
Smokers are twice as likely to suffer a heart attack and/or stroke as
nonsmokers. Smokers are also at risk for
developing emphysema, a respiratory disease that limits the amount of oxygen into
the lungs. The American Lung association
states that smoking causes 87 percent of
lung cancer cases and many end in death.
Health problems such as these can
shorten the life of a smoker by several
years and severely compromise the quality of life.
Perhaps what is most troubling are the
AIMEE THREET
people affected by secondhand or passive
smoke, a large number of them are children. who never asked for the health problems associated with smoking.
They are the true victims the tobacco industry should be held responsible
for the harm cigarettes.
The tobacco industry knew about the addictive nature of nicotine
years before it was common knowledge and the tobacco industry was
successfully sued for this fact by the federal government. Those who
have experienced the health problems of smoking have filed several lawsuits in recent years.
A few of these lawsuits have resulted in damages awarded in the millions to these people. One such case is that of Patricia Henley, who was
awarded 50 million in punitive damages after suing Philip Morris Co.
when she was diagnosed with inoperable lung cancer.
This is a clear example of the tobacco industry held responsible for
its customer’s health problems, and it should continue because more and
more people are lighting up their first cigarette every day, with no heed to
the health problems that will come in the later years of their lives.
Aimee Three: is a Spartan Daily staff writer.
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"Yes. I think they should
because they’re giving us
something that could
kill us."

"Yes. They’re making money
offpeople. They should be
held responsible."

"No. I think the person
and not the industry (is
responsible) because its
no//arcing one to buy it."

"No. Everyone is
responsibleJOT his or
her actions."

Douglas Gong

Sarah Curry

Ibis Becerra

Chantale Dore

"No. It’s hypocritical to
expect tobacco companies to
pay when we don’t expect
itfrom fast food common’s
and alcohol distributors."
Stacey Rapoport

junior,
electrical engineering

senior,
communications

senior,
interior design

junior,
biology

senior,
art

People have ibe choice
to smoke or not."

Patrick Felix
graduate student,
philosophy
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HOT DAMN

Monarchy would be much better than A.S.
Though the student leadership at San Jose State
University does its best, the Associated Students system could do with some replacing.
The individual members on the board of directors
-- voting members and nonvoting members are
at least somewhat in touch with the students and do
seem genuinely interested in doing their jobs. At least.
this is the picture painted at the board’s meetings.
A board supposedly elected through old-fashioned
democracy. though, wields its authority like a goat
brandishes a tin can it is trying to eat. The votes sometimes deteriorate into outright brawls, as one minor
word within the text of the proposed rule becomes the
most important word in the entire English language.
’Me only way to solve such inadequacies of the
sy stem is not necessarily to change the members,
though. The system itself will ultimately corrupt the
new board members, infect them. intoxicate them
with bureaucracy.
Only a divine and benevolent monarch will cure

this campus of that ill. Such a supreme being will end treasury is all hecome bloated w ith gifts of blueprints
all bickering, dismantle all unnecessary procedure and machines from the College of Engineering, line
art and manuscripts from the College of Humanities
and streamline all agenda items.
Upon being chosen by a hyperphenomenal entity to and the Arts and brilliant experiments performed by
lead SJSU into a new era of peace and
subjects of the College id SLiefice.
dictatorship, this divine monarch could
A ground -breaking ceremony will then
hold a coronation ceremony. Spires of
commence as our di’, me monarch unveils
plans for an 80-foot statue on Tower Lawn.
canvas can shoot up from Paseo de Cesar
Chavez, fire-breathers can dazzle passThis statue shall not only proclaim our lose
ers-by and dancing bears can perform at
for our monarch, hut also our monarch’s
the Student Union Amphitheater. A hudivine majesty -- our lord shall be posed
man chess match can be the main event,
as the triumphant sictor he or she is.
with our great monarch of the SJSU
This title of supreme being will then he
Kingdom of Colleges presiding over as
passed down to the next of kin, and a legajudge and lord.
JOHN MYERS
cy shall he horn. May it he as enduring and
When all the initial fun has exhaustinteresting as that of (’aesar. v.ith a minied us subjects, the lord can go back to
mum amount oppression and a maximum
the important duties of presiding over the nobles of 11,11011111 01 opulence. Never again is ill this campusesthe colleges. They will filter into the keep known as perieiit e another dull moment hi in gossip.
The titles of the nobility - those men and women
the A.S. House and pay homage to the sovereign. The

Letter: SJSU’s name not the cause ofproblems
Dear editor,
The discussion of renaming our
campus, following the model of
CSU East Bay, quilted alumnus
Michael Harold. "Currently. the
(’SC system is decapitated without
its founding campus." However, I
am not cons ineed that the name
"San Jose State Universtty" is to
blame for the problems laced by
either our university or the CSU
sy stem as is bile. I really doubt
dial the reason %se base rotated
through a total id hair presidents
iRobert Caret. Joseph Crowley.

Paul Yu, Don Kassingi in the last
two years was because of our
name.
I suspect that while the renaming of the school as CSU San Jose
would bring it marginally closer to
the rest of the CSU fare the students at Chico really holding their
breath for us to change’.’ a it would
he much more likely to sense .is
(Its ’sum between the students who
graduated before and after the
name change, much in the same
way that graduates from before
1970 and graduated from "San
Jose State College" hut now has e

to he part of the San Jose State
Unisersity Alumni Association.
If a name change would result in
a massive and dramatic improvement of either state funding or
student grades. I’d be all for it. But
if a multi -hundred -thousand -dollar name change will only change
the name of the school and use our
already scarce hinds. I think we
might he able hi spend our money
better in other is ti’s s.

who represent each of the colleges shall also be
passed down through the generations. Indeed, sometimes they may war as all nobles do at one time or
another. hut in the end, our dis inc monarch shall smite
all those who oppose the regime and bestow peace
upon the entire kingdom. So shall the lord of SJSU
is ill it, then shall it he.
With A.S. elections coming up near the end of
Marsh. it is not too late for subjects loyal to the crown
to pick up the banner and march on the keep. Make
your voices heard, and all of SJSU may be ruled by
one supreme list.
Or, oh course, sse may accept that our current system. despite its flaws. is doing ’at least something to
support us

John Allen IA II Spartan Dads caps, editor.
-Hat Damn- appt ars t’i en other The
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Letter: School not to blame for lack ofjobs
Dear editor.
I’ve dismissed the efforts of the
Go State’ and CSC Spartans for
state groups to change the name
our university as laughable. hut
the (’St Hayward name change
surely will recharge their batteries
and I’d be surprised to see them let
up now. If they should succeed, the
disgust I m. I d feel compels me
tuns- hi make an appeal flit- reason
to pre% ail.
If the founder of (hi Stale’ !eels
that the cool reception hy employ et.. to Ins San loss.b State I ins ersity
MBA degree is attributable to the

name on the sheepskin and that
a name carrying more gra% itas is
what’s needed. I recommend a
reality heck. Whatever grav
you Mao civinmand owes to what
as 111 Inn head, not what is on your
sheepskin, and any employer w ill
understand that. While he may
hope for interim President Don
Kassing to take over spearheading
his dose fid him. I would certainly
hope tor Kassing to recognize that
as an interim president it would be
completels inappropriate for him
to do so
I my sell am a proud graduate of
SJSU. I started the semester after

Tommie Smith and John Carlos
won and lost their Oly topic medals
in Mexico City. and 1 have neier
met any one ss hi i is.is c (int used by
our sc boors Milne bet in it’ San
Jose is not a state. Neither is Boise
or Kent. And while lam all ill his or
of providing marketing students
the opportunity to practice the
craft they are learning, let’s agree
that the name id i air tuns el-sit’, is
not mailable material lin them, or
former students, to practice on
Brian Peterson
Math pre4.1..s.sor
A/ tttttt

Commute choices to SJSU...
(:.7
SJSU
from all over the region
ar
TRANSPORTATION
SOLUTIONS
With AS kin Pass. SJSU students
employees can enioy unlimited rides on
all VIA buses & Light Rail

Location Student Union, Main level
Iroom 2351
Mon -Fri 900 am. 430 pm

SPARTA GUIDE
Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to students, faculty and stilt members ’Me l.u,lIuiie fur entries is [vim) ilace
mairking days bet ire the desired publication date Entry forms are available in the SpaitanDails It ice in I Ts, win
Bente’ Hall. room 21I9 Entries can also TX! mailed to spanandaily casii sisu edu titled -Sparta iiiide ’ Spate
iestriiiiiiris 111,0 require editing ot siihinissi010 Entries are printed in the order in ii flit Ii Iho are re,

TODAY
School of Art and Design
An art exhibit featuring student galleries will take
place from 111 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art building.
The "Tuesday Night Lecture Series" will take
place from 5 p.m. lob p.m. in the Art building,
room 133. For more inffirmation. call the gallery
office at 924-4330.
Women’s Resource Center and V. Day SJSU 2005
A ’itIcntinc’s Day lund-raiser for safer sex will
take place f rum 11 a.m. to 1 p.m, in the Pacifica
room of the Student Union. For more information.
call 924-6500.
SJSU All History Association
A meeting ss ill take place Irom 11:45 a.m. to
12:15 p.m in room 329 m the Art building. It will
he for planning the April 15 to 16 symposium.
fund-raising and lecture series. For more
information. call Rose Smith at (831 t 469-0332.
Students in Action’s Mentoring Program
A meeting will take place I rim) noon tot p.m. in
the Almaden rimmi of the Student llnion.
tanint about sets ice opportunities ffir you to
mentor, counsel. and inspire underserved youth in
San Jose.
Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass w ill lake place at 12:10 p.m. "Faith
Formation" w ill take plaix at b p.m. Both events
will take place at the Catholic Campus Ministry.
atioti. call Father Mike Carson at
l’or more int
918 16111.
School of Musk
"The 1 astemng Iii air’’ concert series with solo and

Telephone (408( 924 RIDE
Email tsufas sisu.edu
Web www.ts sisu.edu

chamber music will take place from I 2i ;) p iii is
1:20 p.m. in the Music building Conceit hill
will feature the students of Erie Mills for mole
information. call the music id nce al 924
;
Pride of the Pacific islands
A general nieeting w ill take place from 5 81 it in
to 7 p.m. in the Pacific-a Room of the Student
Union. For more information. call Courtney I anta
at 924-2221.
SJSpirit
A discussion on "Sex and the Bible" will take
place at 5: 81 p.m. in the Mu ntalvo mini> in the
Student Union. I;Or more intomation. call Shelley
Kesselman at 230-4279.

VIA Bus
!Pt 91 Operates throughout Santa
.111 f
rdik obi Clara County
Also serves the Fremont
BART station

VIA Light Rail
. # 1 i Two blocks from SJSU
Runs every 15 minutes
Free park and rides lots
available
..

Carpool & Vanpool

Caltrain
San Francisco - San Jose Gilroy
Baby Bullet Express Service
to/from San Francisco in less
than an hour. Free shuttle
offers connection between
Caftrain and SJSU
Highway 17 Express
MN= Santa Cruz- San Jose
Discount Monthly passes
available at the Transportation
Solutions Center

is.

Join a carpool or a SJSU
Vanpool Access carpool
lanes while reducing
commute costs

Bicycle Parking
Park your bike free at any of
the five on campus
enclosure Guaranteed and
secure bike parking

African Awareness Month Planning Committee
A lusluon show still take place at 7 30 rani tuu
9 p.m. in risen 189 of the Engineering building

Funded by
Hi,

As,,
Mill

%IR

Victory Campus Ministries
"The Source" will take place at 8:30 p.m in the
Spartan Memorial. Learn about the aniazing
destiny God has for your life. For more mffirmalion. call Marla at 15110 3614-8239,

=16

Op*
eta

Student Life and Leadership
"Leadership Ii Workshop Series" still begin
Feb. 17 from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. in the Ohlone 0 aim
of the Student llnion. The six -part prograill has
five workshops and a ropes course fin up and
coming leaders. 10 register. go 10 SIlltleln 1 ite and
Leadership or call 924-59511.
A.S. Election Board
A.S. candidate applications are available at the
second floor of the A.S. House. For more information. call 924-5656.

411111
San Jose State
Parking SSIVHHHI

434TA

A !
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Downtown braces
for Mardi Gras
party debauchery
By Joe

Shreve

Daily Staff Writer

said Marshall.
Leyla Nader, of the Rosies and
Posies florist shop. located on 98
Pawn de San Antonio. said the
shop had a window broken last
year during Mardi Gras.
Nader said the San Jose
Redevelopment Agency, which
owns the property used by Rosies
and Posies. "gave us security last
year. hut I haven’t heard whether
or not we’ll have it this time."
The downtown bars are also
working to try and prevent the
mayhem of past years.
"We work closely with the
police to keep people off the
streets," said Marc Contreras of
the San Jose Bar and Grill located
at 85 S. Second St.
Contreras said the bar will also
be adding extra security.
"All the bars around met with
the police." said Htxkty Gibson,
of Cinebar, located at 69 E. San
Fernando St. "We’re planning
double security and there will be
police every where."
Despite this. some San Jose
State University students said
they plan to avoid Mardi Gras
altogether.
"I’ve been there the last few
years and there are a lot of police
and a lot of drunk people, hut
nothing to do." said Matt Nemeth.
a junior majoring in politi,

As Mardi Gras draws near.
many memories of previous Fat
Tuesdays come to the minds of
downtown San Jose businesses.
Mostly, they are memories of
flying trash cans, large crowds and
broken glass.
While people are hoping that
this year’s Mardi Gras will not he
a encore performance of the chaos
of the previous years. no one is
sure what to expect.
"We’re new to the area, so
we just got a heads-up from the
landlord’s security guard." said
Sam Garcia. of The Record Shop
on First Street. "But most of the
bars are now on Second Street. so
it will probable be pretty dead on
First."
Some businesses along First
Street were not tremendously
worried about any property
damage.
"The police told us to bring in
our outside signs and see what
happens." said Jon Murakaim. an
employee of Bella Mia restaurant,
located at 58 S. First St.
Other businesses along First to
Third Streets remember the events
of previous years quite %% ell.
"I remember last year someone
threw a trash can through our
gift shop windovv." said Ricky science.
Another student said the
Marshall, an employ ee of the San
Jose Repertory Theatre on 101 celebration isn’t as good as it is in
Paseo de San Antonio.
other places.
"Usually the cops have things
"It’s not really Mardi Gras if it
pretty much under control by the isn’t in New Orleans." said Danny.
time the crowds get near the Rep." Kim. a business graduate student.

Bush changes approach
to Middle East, brings
U.S. into peace process
Al’
WASHINGTON
President Bush is making a push
for peace between Israel and the
Palestinians. It’s a goal that has
frustrated American presidents
for decades, yet administration
officials believe conditions may
be ripe for a breakthrough w ith
recent changes in the region and
a new emphasis in Washington on
spreading democracy.
Bush has four years left to build
his legacy and no doubt hopes to
see the Mideast peace that eluded
predecessor Bill Clinton.
The administration plunged
the
peacemaking
hack
into
business on Monday, on the tn e of
a summit in Egypt hem een Israeli
Prime Minister Arid l Sharon and
Mahmoud
leader
Palestinian
Abbas. The leaders will declare

a cease tire to end 4 1/2 years of
lighting, said the two sides.
In Jerusalem, Secretary of State
Condoleezza Rice announced that
Sharon and Abbas had accepted
tat ii
to visit the White House
this spring. Rice also named a
security coordinator to help train
and equip Palestinian forces and
to monitor the cease-fire. And she
promised more than $40 million in
aid to the Palestinians during the
next three month..
Abbas’ landslide election last
month as Palestinian Authority
president. the Nin. II, 2004 death
of Yasser Arafat. Sharon’s planned
withdrawal from the Gaza Strip
and war weariness on both sides
have led to an improved climate
for peacemaking.
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Taking a closer look ...

.lennYer Seiyul / I
Staff
Andrew Reilly, left, and Valerie Raps look at the art installation "Seat from Passing Through" Monday in the Art building. The installation
by Rosanne Reynolds will be showing this week in gallery 3 on the first floor. The exhibit is about the relationship between the migrating
butterfly and its allusiveness to memory, Reynolds said.

EXERCISE - Some students say workouts relieve stress
continued from page 1
health," Carrera said.
Ernest
Ifernandez.
an
undeclared freshman, had no
problem admitting that he doesn’t
exercise regularly.
"I’m lazy." Hernandez said.
"Most days, I don’t want to get up
or get out there and exercise."
Hernandez said he learned
the benefits I if a healthy lifesty Ic
In high school and tries to eat
healthy foods.
"I’ve been doing a pretty.
good job this semester.- he said,
but added that the food in the
Dining Commons is "gross."
which makes it hard for students
IR mg on campus who want to eat
healthy.
Mike Bogart. a freshman. said
he does not exercise regularly.
"Unless you count ss alking
to class," Bogart said. "I walk
every where an mud this place."
1k’ also said he Is touts’
benefits of a healthy lifests lc and
tries to eat healthy timid. such as
salads and sandwiches.
-It’s hard when everything on
campus is fattening." Bogart said.
Carrera and Pires high said that
eating healthy timid. go hand -in hand with their commitments to
working out.
’I try to eat more Vt hole and
organit toods, things that ate good
or me. I think it makes a huge

difference in workouts," Pure,
said. "It’s easier to eat healthy
when exercising regularly."
Carrera agreed and added that
eating an unhealthy meal makes
her workout more difficult.
Butryn said there are physical
and mental ’benefits to regular
exercise that span over an
individual’s short and long-term
health.
He listed an
improvement
in mood as the
main short-term
henelit and a
positive outlook
on life as a longterm benefit.
also
Pires
said there are
many benefits to
regular activity.
"It gives me
more
energy
and keeps me
more
healthy
for the longterm." she said.
Carrera said she is also assure
of a major benefit of regular
exercise, especially for college
students,
"It relieves frustration." she said,
"I have less stress, more clarity."
Carrera said when she gets
stressed out from classes and
work she likes to come to the gym
to run it out.

Butryn also said exercising
regularly is a great %say to relieve
stress, which is physiologically
important.
"Stress hormones can be toxic.
Chronic stress can he deadly."
Butryn said. "That should he
reason enough to exercise because
you’re literally killing yourself."
Butryn added that chronic
leads
stress
to high blood
pressure
and
dec tease d
functioning of
the
immune
system.
Butryn
added that the
immune system
needs
extra
energy when a
person is under
stress, so when
it isn’t getting
the
necessary
energy, it can’t
light oft disease as effectively.
Butryn also said the amount of
people working out in the Event
Center is high at the beginning
of the year, then decreases in the
middle, hut then increases by the
end.
"This shows me that people are
going there to relieve stress and
to get away from school." Butryn
said.

"it’s easier to eat
healthy when
exercising
regularly."
Jessica Pires,
student

Be also said s’. hen students are
using exercise as a stress reliever,
it’s better to lease books behind
instead of taking them %%oh them
to read while on the Stairmaster or
exercise bike.
"The cool thing about the
university is the two -unit P.E.
requirement.- Butryn said.
He also said studies have
shown students start a regular
exercise program. they are more
likely to carry fill vs ith
Butryn said because every
student at SJSU is required to
take a phy sic it ethic it
c lass.
t he y ha% e all, at nile IN nut.
exercised regularly and are likely
to conontie with the program after
the class ends.
"It’s not just about the physical
atm% its. hut also the knowledge
you gain in the classes is just as
important." Butryn said.
He said he believes the
Event Center and the classes
offered through the kinesiology
department are crucial to students’
physical
fitness
education,
especially because intramural
sports and leagues aren’t as
popular at SJSU than at other
campuses with less students who
commute.
"The classes show why it’s
important that physical activity
is integrated into everyday life."
Butryn said.

Follow me home...
to the Islands of Hawai’i

r...
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Sprins Break in Hawaii! Rollins surf. Warm sunshine. Hot nishts. And Hawaiian Airlines
can set you there. Check our web site for the very lowest fares available.

HawaiiarcAirlines

HAWAIIAN
MIMS
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SJSU program trains
Chinese gov’t leaders
in administration

Serve it up ...
Ea

-

e.

By Sergey Loginov
Daily Staff* Writer
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People play table tennis in the Student Union on Monday afternoon.

DEPRESSION - Counseling saw 1,600 clients in 2003-04
continued from page 1
"My colleagues are expressing
the same thing around the country.
The other directors are say ing.
yeah. we are lust see ing a huge
Increase’: she said
In the 200 ;
school year.
SJSC counseling ser% is es saw
1.(100 clients tor "a total of
7,11(1 appointments." atcording
to its annual report. The report
reports that Caucasian females
in their senior year. hi ing off campus is ith a roommate. ith
no prior menial therapy history.
are the predinnmant
hent
profile.
Seventy -live
pers. ent
of %Nits
4.-ounsefing sers ices
were psclioh,gisall
oriented.
as sording to the report
A, online ti, the National
Menial Health Xssociation. "ten
percent of college students has e
been diagnosed ss ith depression
and including 1 ; !micro of
college %%omen
Compared to men. %sows!’
in general ale its he is 111,e1 111
suffer I rum depressitni, sording
to the report.
The association reports that
nearly I m1111441 Amens an adults
are attested hs depression
l’he sues. ol entei me college
call s iiilritsute iii the ,,thet it
\it ’,I/1110111e
depre,11/11.
is
V.CIICIIL:111 111,,1111hle 111 II.
said Naomi Wagner. an StS1’
%silo
psycholop
professor
spec ialtte, in clinical depression
"One leases behind familial
surroundings and support ot
family and I wilds, and emhai
on a new path of life." she said
"The young student has also to
establish social 4..onnec [isms and
to make new friends Young
students in this context tii.
Menisci% es cod used and lonely."
Stsensen agreed and added
that a "huge and impersonaluniscts0 setting such as SlSC
can he intimidating and stressful.
highlighting that many students
are is irk tintt him! hours. taking
many k lasses. and dealing with
family responsibilities.
"Suess "mil depression can
kind of come hand and g Ii is e

with each other. It takes a toll."
she said.
An important part in studying
depression. Sivertsen said, is
realiiing that it’s a "multifaceted
disorder," or in other words,
i.ICLepluill2 that there is no one
single cause or effect. Situational
circumstances such as losing a
lot ed one. hnilogical factors such
as chemical imbalance. hereditary
fastors. medication side -effects
and k oenitise tachirs such as low

"Mental health is the steps hild
of the whole medical held.
Sit ertsen said. "No one pay s any
attention to it."
James
director
Radack,
of the College Student and
Ikpression !nitwit% e. a program
of the National NIental Health
A,. K. imam.
agrees
that
;is cepiance and reidiiation are the
biggest hurdles in !redline mental
health.
’NI, ire
than
any
other
health issue, (depression) is

"Mental health is the stepchild of the
whole medical field. No one pays
any attention to it.Wiggsy Sivertsen,
counseling services
sell esteem ean all contribute,
as
to the N;itrimal Mental
Health Association.
In addition, the effects of
depression are extetisite and
unpredis table, according to the
association
Wagner of the psychology
department said the depressed
student may become irritable,
aggressite. argumentative. iwerly
sensitise. or ambivalent regarding
personal appearance. Li entually,
suk ii depressum can lead it)
substance abuse and sexual
prom’s,. inly. she said.
Sit CT tse ii said she also worries
about the allocation of S.ISC
resources for mental health
treatment in tight fiscal times.
With only time sounselors
two educational and seven c lints al
one part-time psychiatrist and
one pan -time psycluatris nurse
for nearly 2X,000 students, SJSU
sAliniseling ’,Cr% Ices is operating at
a ratio of one counselor per 3.094
students. a numher far lower than
Ills’ set standards it one I mnsclor
per 1.2s0 NitiliCittN. All 1,ffillig lii
the annual report

Welcome Back!
Chicken Rice Bowl $5.00
Vith Soda or Water

- PAGE 5

diss i unmated
against
.111(1
stigmatited.- he said.
Acknowledging the importance
of mental illness 4,11 sampus
at a recent press conferente.
SJSU interim President 1)r,
Kissing said the problem tat ed
by counseling tens ices is one of
many "resource issues" 5.1S1.is
dealing with
"I can’t address a particular
department’s needs other than
acknois ledge that it’s there.
ies important. and Ste it ant to
work 011
twang said "But
to highlight it and locus On it isn’t
mu’
anly fair to the other needs
of the unikeisits."
Viihile all klepressir to
iss’s

-.crimp,. this rise in campus
mental disorders is not purely
ticeatikl... Sus erisen said.
’ Ili’ brighter side ineans mimic
kikls are t: iii to sk hoot and the
f as t drat 1110 are coming into
centers and
;.2e11111:
.,tnictit means that they
are lea,
nulls ersities in a better
st!.:e:. than is heti they came." she
Act:online to a 2002 article on
Psychologs Today ’s Web site, the
increase in campus cases citing.
in part trim greater college
accessibility by the general
population
"1 he world isn’t getting
crairer." Pamela L. (iraesser,
director of counseling at RI% ter
College in Ns-A Hampshire. told
I oda) "( ollege is
I’sciii,I _t
1,1.1 getting more like the real
it or 1,1 around it
In Idei to treat depression.
Radack said. "We hat e to let
conic I. it
they are not alone
help. they can get
Specificalli. he said, it is
important
tor
people
with
depression to realtie it harms
people from all iv alks4,1 life
Medication is of ten necessary
hi im se% ere sass-. of depressilm.
hut to tea% ss,tik things mil. the
ultimate goal should he therapy.
Sit ertsen said she encourages
students to make an appointment
ss ith a campus counselor
"This is .1 tree sets ice and its
here tor et ory, strident." Sit ertsen
said "We ;ire a icr, doers.:
wi% Ile
e
cmi dcii it lih
MI% number ot issues students
itta hose Arid It’s s ompletel)
"

.Fhis semester, a group of 2x
got emment otficials from the
Hunan pros use in China hate
entered a sic -miinth training
program in business and puhlit
administration at San Jose State
Unit ersil% said an official in the
I. IS -China Exchange (’oumucil
SlIlle 2111i0. the Chinese
got ernment has been focused on
Training its top- and middle -lettel
eta:sums:, and sending them
to study in different de% eloped
countries. said Andy Ge. %ice
president of the council. is hich
co runs the program it rth 51St
Peter
direstor
Sterlacel,
oil
International
Leadership
Programs tor Intent:Atonal and
hxtendeti Studies, said this is
the third delegation from Hunan
hosted hy Sl St since 2003.
"Lash %% eels the group’s
is
currik Ilium
focused
on
a different theme, such as
international business. public
’mance. public policy or egosernment.Sterlack I
said
-The students still hate nine
hours of lectures. as well as some
hands-on experience with local
go% eminent of tices and industry
in San Jose and throughout the
Ha> Area
Sterlacci said :unong the
possitile candidates tor on -site
isits and internships are the state
s
Adobe. Net... ape and Sun
Mic ritss, stems.
Thc newly arrived students
picked SJSU because of the very
high status of Silicon Valley
in China and the successful
experience receised by the mil
pies ions groups from Hunan.
told us about is tin
they teamed here.- said 1.1 Xi.

www.thespartandaily.com

Students
Fly Cheaper
spring break, study abroad. 8, more
Visit

StudentUniverse.com for cheap Student Airfares
on major airlines to 1,000 destinations across the US
and around the world.
’,ample roam:aril) Student Airfaras from San Francisco to

Olympic Weightlifting Program
lot Hi:gunners to Ads ansed

[eh 21 Mai 21
00pm
I c pm
Mon &
S21t
Sport (
is

earn lifts that will help sou
tow aid improsed
siliethei
you’re a first timer or a pro male
or female 1 he I )lytnpis -.Is le
techniques is ill help on build
strength. pits et. :nu! Iles hit

executive in charge of international
expedition of
Council tar
the Promotion of International
Trade. "They sits ad% anced
knowledge and management at
work in San Jose."
Some of the Chinese official
said they looked torts aid to the
opportunity.
"I want to learn some ad% anted
personnel management." said (.’hen
Hua. director cut Me personnel
department in the Wuling district
if The city 14 (’hangde
When tie
Mlle hack to China we Call better
sense the people."
’Vac, \Mg lie. director of
department of surser% ’,ion and a
specialist in anti -corruption. said
for him it %kJ. Interesting Ti, learn
how pi:rink. of so many different
cultures coexist together in the
United States
In its first San Jose dass,
the group had a lecture on the
phenomenon ot the American
dream. Sterlacsi said.
"The group’s training program
talls into the sk hole effort of
try ing It, internatuinalite SJSU."
Sterlacci said "And we not
only teach them. sic his e III
opportunity to learn horn them
too."
said one of the
Sterlacc
pre% nut tar proeranis resulted
in a nets ( ’hina - based pri,gram
for SJSC hospitality management
students.
".A group of about 2it student.,
is II he study ing for three weeks
at Yunnan Nr,rnial I liii ersity this
spring." Sterlas c I said.
Jan English -1
k. shl,cir of the
anthropology depaninent. it ill he
teaching a month -long course in
anthropoliigy to Chinese students
at Yunnan Normal I ’1115 ersit.
thanks to the support .4 its dean
’,Psi last sear.
ssli.. iiidied
Yoh, aid.
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Women’s basketball nabs
second place in WAC
Lamisha Augustine has been a
huge part of the team’s success.
Richard said.
The addition of freshman
Success often comes from Amber Jackson and her abilsomething as simple as a belief ity to score consistently has
in ability, in teammates and in a also helped, however teams in
coach. Without belief come chal- the WAC have adjusted, and are
lenges, frustration and some- now double and triple-teaming
her, Richard said.
times failure.
"Teams in the WAC won’t
keep focusing on (Jackson),
but that has been the focus so
far this season." said Richard.
"It seems to these teams that if
you stop (Jackson). you stop San
Jose State. The rest of the team
is fighting that and saying that if
you double and triple (Jackson),
we’re going to make you pay."
Augustine. a recent "WAC
For the San Jose State
University women’s basketball Player of the Week," put up
team this has been a hard lesson three consecutive 20-plus point
to learn, but it’s leading to great games. Jackson. was the leading
WAC scorer for weeks, and this
success on the court.
The Spartans sits second place weekend she posted her eighth
in Western Athletic Conference double-double of the season
with a 56-54 win over the against Hawai’i. McGlaston who
is leading the WAC in assists.
University of Hawai’i Saturday.
Kellogg said it was important
Senior Jessica Kellogg said
the loss to Southern Methodist to keep the momentum going.
"We have to defend whatever
University pushed the team to
we’ve started," said Kellogg.
step it’s game up.
"The SMU game was our "We won four games in a rim lowest point." Kellogg said. "We ’,se heat some teams at home that
should have won by 15 points we weren’t supposed to heat. We
but we didn’t come out to play. can do it, hut it’s about what we
I think it was the disappointment bring every night. We have
The Spartans will face SSW
in her face that was hard. (Head
coach Janice Richard) believes later this week at home im
Thursday. a game that could
in us."
The Spartans are now riding a again prove to he a turning point
for the team. Augustine said.
live -game winning streak.
"Nobody played with any
Kellogg said the Spartans are
counting on one another for their heart or intensity against SMU
and we didn’t want the rest of
current success.
The leadership of seniors the season to come out like that."
Kellogg. Erica McGlaston and Augustine said.

By Lauren Bosch
Daily Stuff Writer

Spartan catcher Monique Kelly prepares to tag out University

Daniel A. Miranda / Daily File Photo
of Hawai’i outfielder Marie Jackson as she attempts to score.

Spartans focus on strong pitching
Team travels
crosstown to face
rival Santa Clara
By Ashley Little
Daily Staff Writer
After leading the Spartan softball team for three seasons, returning pitcher Carol Forbes is joined
on the mound by newcomer Kat
Castro.

Castro’s first college game was
against UC Davis on Tuesday. She
struck out three hatters. allowed
three hits and walked one in sly
innings.

Joining
Sall
Jose
State
University this season is a different
experience for C’astro although
she said she is comfortable with it.
"It was very exciting and was
something new," Castro said.
"This is something I have always
wanted."
Castro also said she is willing to
take on the new challenge.
"It’s great going into Division I
hall." said Castro. "And being able
to get on the mound to pitch with
great defense behind you."
Castro said that the team makes
her feel like part of a family.
"We are a team of 23, and we
play as a team," said Castro. "We
are confident with each other, and
motivate each other for the next
play."
After winning a doubleheader
against UC Das is and losing
against Cal Berkeley. the Spanans
softball hopes to improve as the
season progresses.
The Spartans have looked to
Forbes as at their ace for the past
three seasons.
Last season

she had a 9-19 record, struck out 12fi hatters and

Bush denies steroid abuse
claims amongst Rangers
Books on Feb. 21. A company
WASHINGTON
(API
President Bush was not aware of spokesman has said the date
any steroid use by Texas Rangers might be moved up.
Palmeiro, now play mg for
players while he was a team executive. the White House said Baltimore. disputed Uanseco’s
Monday.
claim.
"I categorically deny any asIn his upcoming book, Jose
Canseco said he introduced Rafael sertion made by Jose C.:10sec that
Palmeiro, Ivan Rodriguez and I used steroids.- Paiute’s) said in
Juan Gonzalez to steroids after a statement. "At no point in my
being traded to Texas in 1992. the career haw I ever used steroids.
New York Daily News reported. let alone any substance banned
Canseco said Bush. the Rangers’ by Major League Baseball.
"As I have never had a pc:
managing partner at the time, must
sonal relationship with C’anscso.
have known about the drugs.
White House press secretary any suggestion that he taught me
Scott McC’lellan said he spoke to anything. about steroid use or
otherwise, is ludicrous. We were
Bush about alleged steroid use.
"If there was, he was not aware teammates and that Was the exof it at the time." McClellan said.
tent ol our relationship. 1 am sad"lie has recognized, for some dened that he felt it necessary to
time now, that steroids Is a grow- attempt to tarnish ms image and
ing problem in professional that of the game lose."
sports, particularly Major League
Gonzalez’s agent. Alan Nero.
Baseball," he said. "That’s why the said, "Our immediate reaction
president has made addressing the is we feel sorry for Jose. that he
issue a priority in his administra- felt he had to do this for whatever
tion."
reason. And we feel badly for evCanseco’s tit mik. "Juiced: Wild eryone he implicated in this."
limes. Rampant ’Rinds, Smash
"We have not seen the hook,
Hits, and How Baseball Got Big." and will wait until we see it to
is scheduled for release by Regan comment further." Nero said.

walked 29. slw i

e,ond all time

in strikeouts tor the softball team
with -114.
Catcher Monique Kelley said
she believes Forbes will do well
this season.
-She has a good defense be-

Spartans plo cd top-ranked t. al ,in
Saturday and were dealt a 6-0 loss.
The
team
plays
against

Santa Clara University at I
Wednesday in a doubleheader.

p.m.

hind her." said Kelley. "She will
he confident with the team as a
whole."
It is not only exciting for

Valentine’s Notes

Castro herself to Join the team.
but the ititer players are alsii hap

(in the Spartan Daily)

py with the nos additii
’We has C eol pitching.-

said
catcher Adrienne I lull. -We hav
tvvo nov heshman pitchers. and
they bring a lot to the game. Against t I I ti’, is. I’ orbs’, camv
in during the sev emit inning and
secured her first save ot the seasoll
The Spartans swred our runs in

Please Come by the Quad (Mon -Wed) at 1 30 - 4 15pm
or drop by DBH 209 (Mon -Wed) between 9 00-5.00pm
and drop off the flyer

Be the "I kveless Bonin’

the eighth inning to make it 6-2
During game mo. the Spartan.
won 1-0 %kith the only rim hy junior
second baseman and utility player
Danielle Lakin.
She vs
Inv itight it by senior
outfielder I lisa Barrios who doubled otn to center field.
Coming off tvvo vvms. the

91011 1 II;’!

111

Show her you (are...

, .,1. I-

.11

k.

TI"61414. ’

,IAa 4’0111.

)fl 1071i Al. Snoient
nurser King A101 Of

$10

2

I.

hap //cafe doom notisoniosestate
Tony 408 887 0687
anthonytony_9612BOyahoo corn

stioy

Randy,
When she finds out
what you’re really like.
she’ll kick you to the curb.
Happy Valentine’s Day!
Love. Sally

Dear Sandy,
1
4\j
Roses are Red,
’
Violets are Blue,
I’ll never forget the day,
That I met YOU!
Love, Ryan

Ins Ration to kti k
Korean
01A1

$5

Send our Tec idi S0111(1)11(’
spec ihI sonitthinp...

(1

$8

To: Cindy Jones
I have noticed you in class
and I have a really big crush
on you. I think that you are
the most beautiful woman
in the universe. I hope
that I will get the courage
to ask you out.
From: Your Secret Admirer

To:

,c\rtql
7 37 ea to, 25
5 78 en for 50
4 %, lor 100

140816167700
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From:

Oartetid!
Earn $150 - $300
I or 2 week training
Nationwide job placement
Financing availahle

y650-968-9933
a
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Circle One
$5
$8
I $10
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Additional Art (Included)
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STUDY- Some face culture shock
continued from page 1

"(Global Student Network ) helps
the

applicants

because

they

hear

firsthand stories, but the returning
students get to share those experi-

ing

Jimmy Crutison, a senior majorin African American studies.

ences that a lot of their family and

returned about a month ago from a
year of studying at the University of

friends aren’t as interested in hearing about," Rudel said.

Kim Eichorn, a recent public re-

Although half of San Jose State University
students are women, only about 20 percent of

lations graduate. spent three weeks

students within the College of Engineering

pairs female engineeis nes% to the field is fill

in June studying in Thailand with

are women.

professional engineers, according to

see it as a
trip," Crutison said. "When in fact I
used there. so I had to immerse my in the culture."

months in a different country to experience reverse culture shock.

Crutison said he is not in a rush
to re -immerse back into American

other SJSU marketing, advertising.

culture.

and public relations students.

"I’m

kind

of sitting hack and
trying 10 figure out if

this is really a place where I want to

I

don’t

know

I’ve

really

jumped hack in the culture." he said.

Crimson

trying to

him to

said

go out

his

in

England

to

her

able

Society for Engineering Education,

to ap-

Jennie Livingston. a junior majoring in

had learned

experience

mechanical engineering, said Wei

in

friends

sometimes

ac-

sense of being comfortable in

want

drinking at clubs with

cepting

other

cultures."

"1 behest. they ssiruld say that
Ise changed. hut I think Tse
evols ed." he said.
Yates said she found that talking m. I 11 the other students from the
Bath pri ’gram helped her ad nisi.

"Bas mg those people that %s ere
going through the same thine LL a
lot ot help." Yates said "INIs h lends
that stayed here I lust dr in.i understand the esperience. 1 hes don’t
understand die emotion. Si its hard
Ii r them to relate "
For students %%h. did not study
with others from ’,1St . Rudeh said
the Global Student Net s% irk sari
help them is ah the transition I he
nem k ci nine, ts students Ls Ito
hase studied Air, sid ss ith
hinge
students study ing at SISI
ysell
as applit ants ss h., still souls :dm NO

another

step-up

because

I

Eichorn

"In my class of 30, there’s about three or

didn’t

Kenneth

was

with

make

me

more

in

mature

Kenneth Tseng,
student

engineers. Mart us said.
i1

Is

currently

orgaiii/in

es cut geared toss a rd

-Dm e hit SIMI-.

aging mentors hi 1( nil the nem ork. according

enc our-

be able to study with other females %shit think

site
Carol Mullet-. founder of Ment(srtiet. said
"mentoring pros ides ’real 0 orld matt’ and

like her.

access to networks iespet

Several societies, clubs and orgamiations
help support women in engineering.
Mcini.torNet provides an online resource
urce t o
5%i,nle

to the Web

unavailable

to

0 omen

(hose often

in male -di

fields)."
Ahmed SI amhaha. assos late dean ot the
College ot Engineering. said 5.151’ is also

CLASSIFIEDS
EMPLOYMENT
DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE
CORPORATE OFFICE seeks
iM-F 8-5i Receptionist/
General Office Clerk
Responsibilties include receptan, clerical tasks 8 support
of all departments Must
have some experience in
Accounts Payable and working knowledge of Word and
Excell Bilingual-Spanish
preferred Fax resume to
1408) 271./911 or email to
hr510.iiipacrficstates corn
OFFICE ASSISTANT: Help
answer phones, make copies
schedule 8 confirm appts. etc
Call 14061 279-8080
SPRING STUDENT WORK!
$14 50 to START
Certified Training Provided
Suds All Majors
Great Resume Exp
Flex Around Schedule
IMMEDIATE Openings
Call 408-436-9336
FunStudentWork torn

ACTION DAY NURSERY/
PRIMARY PLUS seeking
Infant Toddler 8 Preschool
Teachers 8 Aides Substitute
positions, some with flexible
DAYCARE TEACHERS: K -8th schedules, are also available ECE units are required
school seeks responsible indifor teacher positions but
viduals for extended daycare
not req for Aide positions
PIT in the afternoon No ECE
units required Previous experi- Excellent opportunity for Child
Development majors Call
ence with children preferred
Cathy for an interview rd 244Cali 244-1968 X16
1968x la or tax res to 248-7433
THE OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY
FACILITATE YOUTH PROGRAMS
We are currently hiring for
JOBS AT THE
RECREATION
Activities
Lessons
Learning
for
girl
P/T positions We offer a great
LOS GATOS-SARATOGA
participants Work with other corn
working environment with day
REC DEPT. Positions Open
munity
togs
Set.up
&
deliver
proevening shifts tor responsible
grams at assigned locations 5-10 Now For Leaders Afterschool
and energetic people Apply in
Elam Sch Age Child Care
person 2 00 to 4 00pm Mon or hrsAvk &10 00/ht HS diploma
Recreation/Enrici.ment
or
equiv wisome experience
Tues We are located in San
Programs PfT M-F 2-6 15pm
Understand girl/gender issues
Pedro Square
Pay Range $7 83411 32/hour
First Aid/CPR Cart (have
starting depending on exp No
or can obtain) Basic math
ECE
units req Call Kathy
Minimum
21
yrs
old
to
operate
LOS ALTOS GRILL
408-354-87005245
company vehicles Bilingual is
LOS At WS sit LA&F
Avail
a
plus
Immediately
Send
STREET
tos
ALMS
CA
233 3RD
!WOO/HOUR
Now Accepting applications for cover letter 8 res to HR Girl
Register FREE
Scouts of Santa Clara Co .
SERVERS.BARTENDERS.
for jobs near
1310
S
Bascom
Ave
San
Jose,
FRONT DOOR
Campus or Home
CA 95128 FAX 406 287-8025
APPLY IN PERSON 233 3rd
student -sitters corn
Email
hravgiriscoutsolscc
org
StreetieiSan Antonio
Monday -Friday 2 00pm-4 00pm No phone calls please ANEOE
or by appt 650 948 3524
CAMP COUNSELORS needed P/T NANNY a PARENT HELPER
for weekend residential campDelightful. energetic children
ing program tom children iS
ages 3 8 5 Hours somewhat
LEE’S SANDWICHES-NOW
adults with disabilities If you
flexible LI cooking Current
HIRING, All positions available are interested in a challenging
CDL, First Aid, CPR
260 E Santa Clara St ii.Sixth
8 rewarding experience. call
References Required Willow
St Next to New Civic Center’
Tamishaiw408-243-7861
Glen location Call 297.7002
City Hall Call 687-1015 or visit
WWW leesandwiches corn
SWIM TEACHERS-Year
round program. indoor pool
Experience with children a
must Teaching experience not
required AM/PM/WE shills
BLACK 96 FORD EXPLORER
ROOM FOR RENT: Mabury
available Email resume to
2 DR AM/FM/cassette $3000
White $500 1/4 utils Lg rm
sdavis itavac us
or bost offer 19251628.7767
Quiet neighborhood 347-1906

EMPLOYMENT

EDUCATION/RECREATION
C HIL DC ARE

SHARED HOUSING

FOR_SALE

WELCOME BACK SPARTANS?
Local valet ionipany needs
enthusiastic 8 energetic individuals to work at nearby malls
private events & country clubs
FT/PT available We will work
around your busy school
schedule Must have clean
DMV Lots of fun 8 earn good
money Call 408.867-727

Spartan Daily Classified Local Rates

Clearly Print Your Ad Here

WAITRESSES & DANCERS
No nap rim Will train Most be
21 Great S PT Flex His Call
408-292-3445 after 2 00pm
PR SALESPERSON: Cell
Phone Store $8-10/hr good
commissions Bilingual/Spanish
a plus Fax rev to 995-5515 or
Email procomllediyahoo corn
in
advertisements
Certain
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
information
additional
Clessdied readers should be
reminded that when making
these further contacts MeV
complete
require
should
information before sending
money for goods is services
In addition readers should
carefully investigate all firms
offering employment lisfmgs is
coupons for discount vac’.
lions or rnerchandi se
02/08/05

RM FOR RENT in beautiful 4
BDRM house S480/mo Small
Dep 5 mi from SJSU Share
BA with 1 person 254-2131
ROOM S BOARD: Delta
Gamma Sorority 8th 5 Reed
$510 Great Food/Fun
Environment (408) 286-0868

2 BDRM I BA APARTMENT
5 Min walk to SJSU 7th
Reed Cable included Carport
Prking $900 mo 408 268-0439

10r1 Arpin(

riltOs r

I 1 -day
2 -days
I 3 -days
I 4-days
5 -days

$5
$7
$9
$11
$13
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5600 GROUP FUNDRAISER
SCHEDULING BONUS
4 hour, it iii’ group s
Sine PLUS our tree iyes
tree: fundraising solutions
EQUALS $1000.52000 in
niixs tgia
y0LireSrooup Call
eiiroV
when you schedule your
non -sales fundraiser wit^
CampusFundraiser Contact
CaMpusiundraiser
18881
923-3238 on Visit
www campusfundraiser corn

ANNOUNCEMENTS
SPERM DONORS NEEDED
The Palo Alto OA branch of
the California Crvobank
seeking men of all ethniCitleS
tor our sperm donor programs
If you are currently attending
college Or hold a BA degree
you can earn up to $900/mo
receive a free comprehensive
health screening 8 help infertile
couples For more information
or to apply online please visit
www cryntiankdonors corn
PREGNANT’ NEED HELP?
i, BIRTHRIGHT
241 8444
or ni5i 550 4900 Or.., Ciinfidentel

all 408.924.3277

3 -Line Minimum .r

hearency Teeeeems
int ion...now owe 10% off
40. i 011.1011iti, amen /0% off
50, i onset alive coves PAL off
Additional words may be set in
bold type at per ad charge of
$3 per word

I SJSU STUDENT RATE: 23% Off. The. rate appees
to pdvete party ads only, no discount for ottior
or
Irtimon, Ads mud be pieced In person In Zw2;11
from lOam to lprn. STUOINT ID RIQUIRIO

Check a classification
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Address

D1.051 And
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ClEampus I tubs
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:Events

:Health

:Volunteers
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:For Sate
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:Electronics

:Entertarnmeiii

Spartan Daily Classifieds, San Poe State University
Son Joie, Catifornia 151112-0148
classified desk is lot ated in Dwight Bentel Hall, am 209.
Deadline: 10:00 a m two weekdays before publication
All ads are prepaid
No refunds on rant riled r her ks
Rates for consecutive publicatkon dates only

Questions? CALL 404.124.3277

VOLUNTEERS

PROFESSIONAL EDITING
For your paper Or dissertation
Experienced Efficient Exact
Familiar with APA 8 Chicago
Styles ESL is a specialty
252-1108 or
Grace
,
Eyagrariom
SMILE CHOiCE DENTAL PLAN

SERVICES

DECIDEIDECOMEIMEIDE=00000000=
EIDOMEIECOMEIMECOODE10000120=0 I
COMECOMMEE100000000000000000
tite .11.4,1*

408-924-3277

HAVE A SENIOR MOMENT
Volunteers needed to visit
LOOKING FOR PARKING??? lonely seniors living in long Park anise International House’ term care facilities For training
Located 1 block from camschedule call (4081 325-5134
pus 4’360 S 1 1 th St 5190,
SPnlostor r ]. mote 217 call
gt2.1
--.
ic

I 0000000000000000000000000=00

Ad rates: 3 -line minimum

thing us possible.-

408-924-3282
Email: classified@casa.sjsu.edu
Online: www.thespartandaily.com

A line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation and spaces between words.

I

limit 5ritlt5eit

CLUB/GREEK/ORG

MOVE IN SPECIAL!
Greentree Apts at
Tully 8 Mclaughin
Rents start from S865
Newer Large Units
Park like grounds Patio
Gated Parking MD
Close to Library Shopping
HY101/280
995 Tully Rd 294-6200
TIRED OF SHARING
A BATHROOM??
Come see our huge
2 bedroom 2 full bath
over 1000 sq foot apartment
Walking distance to SJSU
Newly remodeled
Laundry facilities
Parking
Security Gate
Easy Access to Bay
Area freeways
Substantially larger than
others, $1195 00imo
408-947 0803

"We go to i Sot ’city of Women Engineers;
national consentions and locus on hosing
speakers present to students." Marcus said
sit Women Engineers’ naThe Si it’
tional maga/me profiled Wei in fall 2004,
recogni/ing her for making "des eloping and
maintaining partnerships %s nit the high-tech
industr iii Stlison Valley" .1"shief priority "
In the article. Vsei said. "Don’t he noise
about obstacles and harriers. hut tiocus on the
goals and coming up is ith solution, Don’t

FAX:

ANNOUNCEMENTS

RENTAL HOUSING

rcn 51rif lona I

national reainiation.

engineering. said May :i Matsu.. human resources
coordinator tot Ns
Along NA 1111 the Sus. ely iii %Mien
Engineers. there are also sissiehes that cater
to I livonic and ..Sfrican American Women

PHN:

The SPARTAN DAIL
RECEPTIONIST, P1 phones
makes no claim for products or Lt clerical work. 10 min from
services advertised below nor SJSU T & TH 12 30 5 30
is there any guarantee implied F 900-2 00 Call Heather
The classified columns of the 1408) 995.6425
Spartan Daily consist of paid
RECEPTIONIST/OPTOMETRY
advertising and offerings are
not approved or verified by the ASSISTANT: PJ excellent
people skills a nals1 Good
newspaper
career starter Will train No
exp net 1408) 956-0731

Ns idia %sorts, closely is ith the ’its:10.1 Of

Women Engineers. a

"Later. I was working for a civil ene ulcer."

he one of
and would like to

Flarnhaba said. "Yes. y ou can be

cessful."

drafting program, in high school." she said.
Livingston said she expected to

and

he said.

to expose teinale students 10 the held ot

"I learned (computer assisted drafting),

intimated."

in the engineering field, including women,

"Getting the creatis ity and perspectise
from ’.5 men is great." Huang said. "Look
at the products 0.e are treating
they are
lifestyle products. We need to get women’s
input for this technology in order to be suc-

neering field early.

few women in engineering,

Leaders Symposium.

every Thursday, features professionals

smposiurn.

Livingston said she got start in the engi-

it things."

much

majoring

young."

Es en ss MI the challenge of re s erse vulture shock. Rudel said he
hopes students are not thsciruraged
from studs mg ahoiad
-Esci ime em. pen,: nces culture
shock and i here is going to be the
same ss tb
our return." Rudel said.
"But I think students definitely’
return to ’m their study abroad experience

senior

get older if we encourage it when they ’re

think

Hamhaba said the increase in the number
of female faculty members is encouraging to
female students.
"They see (female instructors! as role

The Silicon Valley

held

can be a professor. yes.
you call he susses...ME"
ien-lisun Huang. CEG itt Ni !dha. a semiconductor company. resent]) spoke at the

women to join the field must start

she said coming hack to
the Unites States was still tarring.
"The quality of life is so much
different
there." Eichorn said.
about a lot

a

promote real -world edusation to engineering students.

an engineer: yes. you

"Maybe they’ll
have more
interest when they
get older if we
encourage it when
they’re young."

early.
"We should go out to K- 12 schools and try
to promote women in engineering." he said.
"Maybe they’ll have more interest st hen they

a

in Thailand.

did

Tseng,

electrical engineering, said that encouraging

group it Americans during het time

"(Returning)

intimidating to he a minor-

four girls." Livingston said.

speak the language."
Though

finds it

ity in her classes.

Eichorn

said. "Going to Thailand was just

them, but he is reluctant.

sers es as
that she

a positive role model for her, adding

"I think it did prepare me in the

pull me

7

trying to

models.’

female deans of engineering schools according to the American
Belle Wei is one of 15

Thailand.

"Although I %cc is c% ident that other people are

said she was
of what she

ply some

site.

it has a long way to go.

Eichorn had previously spent a

She
if

The number of female students and faculty

the Web

members in engineering is growing, however,

semester studying in England in the
Spring 21Mil semester.

Crutison said.
"So

Daily Staff Writcr

A student does not have to spend

"I think most people

watching and

By Jean Blomo

Assording to its Weh site. MentorNet is "a
non-profit e-mentoring network that addresses the retention and success of those interested in engineering. ssiense and mathematics,
park Marl>, hut not eSs lusts ely women "
Unlike (other in-gam/awns. Mentortiet

Ghana, Legon in West Africa.

PAGE

MentorNet kicks off ’Drive for 500’
to engage women in science, engineering

IR the luture.

with their family and their friends
and most people can’t relate."
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xTAX 2004
Last fall, over 800 students from 25 colleges and universities were given a difficult task: determine if Internet retail sales
should be taxed. Their ideas were evaluated by a panel of PricewaterhouseCoopers professionals, who named the top
team at each campus.
Join us in congratulating all the students who participated and the top team from San Jose State University:
Anisa Tozin
Jinheung Kim
Julieta Johnson
Laura Owen
Sheetal Gosai
pwc.cornixTREM E

*connectedthinking
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